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once the new jantri rates were notified, the
penalties were increased and the rent was

made high. for example, the rent of a
punyat ground was earlier 5.2 times the

previous rate, but now it is 14.6 times the
old rate. in this way, the new rates were

made high, and the rent was made high in
proportion. the people have been given 15
days to avail the benefit. within one month

period, 15 personnel of the service have
been provided with firearms and 13 units

of vehicles. the success of its
announcement has been reflected in the
number of fraudulent transactions the

department has recorded so far which is
576. the central government and state

governments have been passing new rules
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for electronic payments over the past year
to plug up loopholes in cashless payments
systems. the national crime records bureau

(ncrb) recently stated that in 2017, 10.7
crore fraudulent transactions were

reported in the country in 2017. the
commission says the complaint ratio in old
systems was just 5% and the new one is
11%. the aam aadmi party alleged the

leaders were hatching designs to hang the
law minister in the next assembly

elections. the three-member commission,
led by former chief justice ranjan gogoi, is

hearing petitions filed by the cjp and
jagdish kumar sinha challenging the

conduct of the assembly and other related
issues, including the case of the sacking of
chief minister vijay rupani. in a statement
on the weekly political affairs supplement
of the times of india, the aam aadmi party
said the three-member commission was
formed as the third judge in the supreme
court refused to hear the petitions of chief
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justice ranjan gogoi and the lucknow bench
of the allahabad high court. the panel,

called to look into conduct of the current
government, is headed by former chief

justice ranjan gogoi.
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the ministry of environment and forests
said in a statement that the board had

issued guidelines to avoid the use of plastic
and plastic products and promoting water
conservation during the monsoon. it has
also asked people to adopt plastic-free

living during the monsoon as a measure to
save resources. if the continued use of

plastic at the root of water pollution is not
tackled, it will end up becoming a bigger
problem during the monsoon. if you want
to specify your download - no permit for

collecting rainwater napper pro other
available options include the mtn news
app, the mtn tv app and the mtn radio
application, each of which comes with

corresponding market leaders. mtn
rewards is not included in the box, but is

available in prepaid and postpaid plans and
users can get rewarded when they spend

money, get their data recharged, open
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packages, send messages or present a tap-
to-activate feature. there are a number of

other features offered by these apps,
including the swipe and swipe-to-unlock

feature, which allow users to unlock
phones and activate their sim cards in both

one and two-step verification. users can
also manage and replenish the value of
coupons in the back-up tab. if you are

interested in reading books online for free
and you don't have an internet connection,

it will not be a problem. to enable you to
read books online for free, this app stores

your page and gives you the option to read
unlimited free books. this app is available
for all platforms including android, ios and
windows, you can read books on the go at
any time and anyplace, wherever you are!
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